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Viewpoint
Learning to talk about a
subject is learning to understand that subject.
Changing the focus of
the association to include all forms of objective phenomena has
made it necessary for us
to explain what that
means and why studying
phenomena in development circles will help us
understand how the phenomena of ITC are
formed. A viable survival hypothesis must address all forms of
trans-etheric influence,
and as it turns out, the
model designed to describe the formation of
EVP may also apply to
trance mediumship. That
Spring Clouds over the Desert
is a big deal if true, because it would mean that we should look for similar etheric,
mental and physical processes. If we can find ways of
improving one, perhaps that will help improve other forms
of transcommunication.
Your response to the organization’s change has been
very encouraging. After a little more than twenty-seven
years as the AA-EVP, it has been unnerving to change so
much so fast. As a publicly supported organization, it is
amazing how many places the name had to be changed.
The website is approaching 500 pages now and each one
had to be reviewed and often rewritten. We hope you will
like the new look. Changing the name has dropped us much
lower in some of the search tools, so it is also important to
have you update your links to us. Regretfully, some of the
pages you often refer people to are now “somewhere else.”
The fastest way to find things is to use the new and improved search tool. If you have a website concerned with
transcommunication, and we know about it, it should be in
the “Search Transcommunication Sites” search tool.
There are several new sections in the site. We will be
adding articles about spirituality and metaphysical concepts in the Theory section. It already includes a very good

glossary of terms. The Journal section has research reports
and related articles. We are developing a way to have
interactive pages associated with research reports, so that
selected subject-matter specialists can help us vet new
articles--online for all to see. The Best Practices section
contains what we hope are state-of-the-art recommendations for how to work with these phenomena. These articles
will also have review pages.
The Circles section is going to be slow to develop a
personality. It is intended to include progress reports from
development circles. This issue has two articles from the
Felix Circle and they will eventually be included there. A
development circle is a small group of people who regularly meet to develop mediumship ability and establish routine communication across the veil. In effect, circles are
laboratories for the study of transcommunication. The Big
Circle will be featured but groups that meet together to
study phenomena, rather than develop personal ability are
not expected to be included at this time.
Speaking of the Big Circle, we anticipate a complete
remodel of that section of the website. Details need to be
worked out, but our hope is to have a more easily maintained and used memorial section and more articles about
Big Circle successes.
It is common for us to see comments in discussion boards
and blogs like “I love that website” or “You can find
everything you need at that website,” in reference to the
ATransC website. We want the website to show what the
real experts in the field are doing and thinking. For that, we
need input and guidance, so please do not hesitate to send
us a message letting us know about advancements that you
have discovered in the field.
Research remains an important part of our mission, and
you will see in this issue that ATransC is sponsoring two
new studies. You are also invited to help Alexander MacRae’s new project in the article on page 16.
This Viewpoint would not be complete without a mention of Debbie Caruso’s transition (See The Amazing
Debbie Caruso on page 3). Based on good research, we
have every reason to know that Debbie is just fine on the
other side, but knowing she survives does not make up for
not having her so active in the physical. We keep her loved
ones who are still in the physical in our prayers and extend
our prayers to all of you who knew and worked with her. It
is rare that a person is able to have such a profound effect
on so many.
Tom and Lisa
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The Amazing Debbie Caruso
by Lisa Butler

We first heard from Debra Caruso in the
fall of 2006. She wrote to us to tell us
about contact with her son, Joey. He was
sixteen in February of 2004 when he and
her daughter, Alexa, were in a car accident while on vacation in Mexico. Joey,
a junior in high school, seemed to come
out of the accident in pretty good shape
with only a dislocated shoulder. It was
eleven-year-old Alexa who was in critical condition. Joey stayed at Debra’s side
all day, as they would not even let her in
to see her daughter. That evening, the
doctors took Joey in to reset his shoulder.
He was given general anesthesia and died
on the operating table from asphyxiation;
he choked to death.
Debbie wanted to share with us the
amazing messages that she was getting from Joey through
EVP, and soon became one of the moms in the Big Circle.
She went on to help many people reach their loved ones
through EVP, and was one of the people certified as a
practitioner to do recording for others. She was a tireless
and compassionate person who wanted to show everyone
including her priest the truth that we survive death.
Debbie was beautiful but very shy. We finally did get her
to talk with the people at the Maury Show about some of
her amazing successes reaching loved ones. Once the Maury people saw the glowing light that came from Debbie,
they wanted to involve her in several projects and featured
her in many shows. She became good friends with several
people who worked for the show and with the show’s
resident medium, Jeffrey Wands.
The second week of January, we learned that Debbie
Caruso was in the hospital and that it looked very grave for
her. We were all so shocked! By Friday, a priest had been
called in, but the next day, the doctors figured out that she
had a deadly type of pneumonia and began treating her with
antibiotics. She was still with us through the weekend.
On Sunday, I had a dream that I could not fully bring
back, but I woke up with the feeling that Debbie would not
be staying here on earth. I passed the dream off as just my
worry when I heard that the antibiotics were working and
that she was improving . There were a bunch of us praying.
A few days later I was talking with Martha Copeland on
the phone and she told me that she had also had a dream
over the weekend. In the dream, she was in what appeared
to be a hospital room that had a glowing luminosity. Debbie and her son Joey were standing in the room. They were
both smiling. Debbie told Martha to look at how much Joey
had grown and how much taller he was. She told Martha to
tell everyone that she was happy and did not want to come
back. Martha started to argue with her that she must come
back when Martha’s daughter Cathy stuck her head around

the door to the room and said, “Hi,
Mom.” Martha told us that the minute she
focused her attention on Cathy, there was
a loud noise (like coming back into her
body) and she was awake.
Vicki Talbott recorded several EVP
messages while Debbie was in the hospital. When Vicki asked her son Braden
how Debbie was doing, she recorded,
“She’s all right.” When she asked if
there were doctors on the other side helping she recorded, “We won’t get any
doctors yet, Mom.”
In the hospital, Debbie seemed to be
improving. They had gotten her off the
respirator and she was able to communicate a little. They took some fluid from
around her lungs and there seemed to be
continued improvement. But the next day, Debbie’s heart
beat was irregular and they put her back on the respirator.
Things just went down hill, and on Friday evening January
22nd, she joined her son Joey in the place that the two called
Heaven.
After all was said and done, we learned that they had
tested the fluid that had been removed from around her
heart and learned that Debbie had stage 4 cancer. So Debbie was sick, did not know it, and in her weakened state,
had gotten a deadly form of pneumonia.
When I went to my computer on Jan 23, I at first did not
notice the blinking light on the answering machine that was
from Margaret Downey. She had read a posting from
Jeffrey Wands on Facebook saying “I am very sorry to pass
on the news that our dear and beautiful friend, Debbie,
passed away just after 10:30 p.m. Friday night.” Margaret
had been up all night crying. She also recorded for EVP,
and when she asked if Debbie was there, someone said,
“She’s in the Big Circle.” Margaret repeated what she
heard, and then recorded, “It’s me, and Joseph!” (This
voice sounds like Debbie; a very happy and excited Debbie.) Right after that, a male voice said, “Debbie’s not
dead.”
The next day Christine Jenkins sent us an email saying,
“My son gave me a message today, I have always been told
that my son is very intuitive. I’m not sure if it is because he
has cerebral palsy that this disability may heighten this ...
I’m not sure but who knows.
“Today he asked to speak to my husband John in private;
he told John that he had a message from Debbie. John told
him that he should tell me about it so he did.
“He told me that Debbie came to him and told him to tell
me not to be sad because she was happy where she was. He
then asked me if I still used the radio. I found this strange
because he doesn’t know anything about my experiments
when it comes to radio sweep, etc.
Continued page 4
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He said that Debbie told him that she has a radio up in
Heaven and she is able to hear us through it if we speak to
her. He said they have their own station. He said that she
wanted me to use the radio to communicate with her.
Needless to say I took this message to heart considering he
knows nothing about that and there is no way he could just
come up with it.
“Debbie helped me out numerous times with my family and
other people that had contacted
me about communicating via
phone with their loved ones. I
could always turn to her for support and a helping hand. I feel
Debbie will continue to help us
all from the other side.”
Debbie’s Aunt Ginger was
wonderful during all of this. She
called daily with updates on
Debbie and was so grateful for
all of the members’ prayers. She
wrote, “There were so many people at the funeral, most of her
friends I didn’t know, but Jeffrey Wands and Theresa were
there and I heard the people from the Maury Show also
attended. Alexa was unbelievable. She was composed,
spoke to the guests and had planned everything: … a white
casket with a gold angel at each corner, her mother’s
clothes, the cards, the mass and the hymns (Amazing
Grace, Ave Maria and others). Alexa spoke at the mass,
and read a poem she wrote for her mother that ended with,
‘Always my mother. Always my best friend.’ She is her
mother’s daughter! Debbie acted in the same fashion at the
time of her son’s funeral; of course, Alexa didn’t know
because she was still hospitalized in Miami….
“Debbie’s book should be finished soon. Her co-writer, I
believe her name is Muffet, posted on Debbie’s Facebook
page and said she was going to finish the book.
“My husband used to joke and said he would only believe
if his mom answered a certain question that no one else
would know the answer.... Debbie recorded the right answer from my mother-in-law. Lisa, I will never forget the
look on my husband’s face....
“Did I tell you Jeffrey Wands reported that, at 3 a.m. the
morning after Debbie crossed, his wife woke him and said
there was someone in the house? Jeffrey went into the
living room, and the radio that had been off went on by
itself and the tuner was changing station to station!!!!
Theresa told me that Debbie worked with Jeffrey recording
from the radio moving from station to station.”
Vicki Talbott wrote, “My heart goes out to Debbie’s
family and loved ones at this time. I will remember her
many contributions to the field, her always trying new
ways of receiving communication with those from the
other side, and her strong communication with Joey,
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Braden, and the other members of the Big Circle. She also
worked very hard to help others contact their loved ones,
and with great success. Finally, I will always think of her
in her Facebook picture on that really fast boat with flames
coming out the back, her hair flying out in all directions
and a huge smile on her face. God speed, Debbie and carry
on the work!”
Gary Nixon wrote, “This really, really hurts and is a huge
shock! Wow ... Debbie and I have collaborated over the
years, especially the last, where I would send her EVP
detection gizmos and she would test them with the ‘regulars’ that always seemed to be around her. I was her Geek,
and, she, my Geekette, so named because of the arsenal of
EVP gear she had collected.”
Loretta Woodward said, “I e-mailed Debbie a couple
times. She was always very gracious and thorough in her
answers. Her clear, pleasant voice just seemed to entice
excellent responses out of the spirits. She polished the
world up and made it a little shinier place to be. Now I’m
sure her Heaven is happier because she is there.”
Tom Butler wrote, “I often thought of Debra Ann as a
psychic warrior. She was very soft spoken, even timid in
some ways, yet she was willing to
try just about anything involving
transcommunication. She referred
to the other side as ‘Heaven,’ and
did not much like her contacts to
sound too human because it was a
little unnerving for her. Yet, we saw
her evolve from a so-so practitioner
to one of the best in just a few
years—a role model for the rest of
us who wonder if we will ever do
better.
“If EVP is really an effective tool
for studying other forms of
transcommunication, then researchers must depend on having practitioners who are sufficiently reliable to
be able to test the validity of an idea
or technique. Gary Nixon spoke of
his relationship with her earlier. He
sent us a recent recording she made
to test one of his ideas. In it, you can
hear the characteristic sound of
Debbie’s voice saying ‘Merry
Christmas,’ soon followed by a
child’s voice answering with ‘Merry Christmas.’” (The example will
be on Debbie’s audio example page
at atransc.org)
When I started to work on this
article I thought about one of the last pictures that Debbie
had sent me. It was a lovely picture of Debbie standing
beside Alexa at her sweet sixteen party.
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The Raudive Device
In the last NewsJournal, we reported that Konstantin Raudive spoke to us via David Thompson at a Circle of the
Silver Cord séance in Australia. David is an internationally
known materialization medium, and has enabled many
evidential contacts from the other side via his mediumship
and the support of the circle. During the contact, Konstantin Raudive (KR) said to us:
KR: I wish to talk to you about communication.
Butlers: Good, good, we’re here to serve on that.
KR: Listen to me. You have much difficulty in the
past, yes?
Butlers: Yes.
KR: I will tell you how you may do it.

Lisa: And the microphone is to be hooked to … ?
KR: It is to be hooked to a reel-to-reel tape recorder.
Lisa: A reel-to-reel?
KR: Yes it is much better.
Lisa: Alright
KR: Less technology; less to break.
Lisa: We have Sarah Estep’s reel-to-reel tape recorder.
KR: Yes, you must use that.
Lisa: Alright.
KR: She helped out much.
Lisa: She certainly has.
KR: Very much yes, yes.

Raudive proceeded to describe a hardware solution for
EVP, but we withheld his instructions from what we publically reported because the solution involves hardware that
is both costly and potentially dangerous. We did not want
the Association to be seen as recommending untested technology, so for the past few months, we have been slowly
assembling and testing what Raudive suggested. This is the
report of what we have learned.

The rest of the contact is in the last NewsJournal and in
the Circle’s section of the website.
The objective, then, was to conduct EVP sessions with a
microphone in a vacuum. We had given away our reel-toreel recorder years ago, but it happens that Becky Estep had
given the Association Sarah Estep’s recorder. It is interesting that Raudive said “Less technology; less to break” in
reference to using a reel recorder. In his day, that would
have been true; however, in our time, a wireless microphone to a laptop via Bluetooth is simple. Also, most
microphones have cavities in them containing air that
expands in a vacuum—possibly enough to cause damage.
After a crash-course in vacuum technology, we learned
that the usual glass chambers are considered hazardous,
and proper use includes safety glasses and a protective
enclosure or screen. Chambers fail by collapsing in upon
themselves because the vacuum “pulls,” rather than “pushes.” This could cause flying shards of chamber wall. We
found a really good plastic chamber in Australia. It used an
O-ring seal and came equipped with a vacuum gauge, valve
and electrical terminals. After wiring the money, we were
informed that the vendor’s insurance would not cover
overseas sales. We ended up losing money on that transaction and several week’s time.
The chamber we did purchase is a platform with a rubber
seal on which a clear plastic jar rests. Once the vacuum is
initiated, the suction tends to press the jar against the seal
for an air-tight fit. However, the platform did not have a
gauge or electrical feed, so our next challenge was to find
the material and assemble the works into a system. It turns
out that standard quarter-inch barbed fittings worked well,
and a small water shut-off valve did hold the vacuum. With
a simple hole drilled in the plastic base and good glue to
hold a sacrificial audio cable, we had a usable feed-through
for the microphone.
We drilled a small hole in the diaphragm of an old
microphone so that it would “breathe” rather than burst. By
making sure there is slack in the audio cable connecting the
microphone to the chamber base, and suspending it with a
rubber band, it is possible to isolate the microphone from
most of the physical vibration.
Continued page 6

First, here is the missing part of the transcript:
KR: …I think this…. Oh what’s the name? (he is trying
to think of a word) You know this lighting in the ceiling? A strip lighting.
Tom: Yes.
Chris: (Circle Leader): Fluorescent lighting.
KR: Yes that is it. You understand how this is done?
Tom: Yes.
KR: You take … uuuu … within the vacuum … a …
this is very hard.
Tom: The plasma.
KR: Yes, yes…wait a minute … I find it hard …You
place in vacuum microphone.
Tom: Okay.
KR: The vacuum exists of a vibrational shield from
earth vibration. It draws into it … the voice of the spirit,
you understand me?
Tom: I can visualize this; yes.
KR: It is not necessary to be round, it can be square.
But you create microphone in vacuum state and you will
see with much success.
Tom: The envelope for the vacuum; is it important?
KR: Yes of course it does not need to have any substance other than air you see. No need for any chemicals.
Tom: Okay
KR: It must be free of chemicals.
Tom: And we could have a glass or metal shield around
the vacuum.
KR: Yes, of course, of course.

Page 5
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experiences and expression of that translation into the
The real challenge has been the vacuum pump. Air con- physical. This circuit applies to most subjective forms of
ditioning technicians use a vacuum pump to clear moisture trans-etheric communication. As you will see from the
out of tubing. The pumps are inexpensive but use oil to seal email on page 17 from Chris Hood, circle leader for the
Silver Cord circle, the medithe mechanism. They spew
um and sitters also influa very fine oil vapor into the
ence the ectoplasm. We
room, which can be very
pronounce Raudive’s name
unhealthy and is not so
with a strong “aa” as in
good for fabric. We found
“raw” and a silent “u” and
an excellent two-stage dry
the “ive” at the end propump on eBay, but even
nounced as “evaa” so that
though it was supposed to
phonetically, it sounds like
be refurbished, it developed
Raadevaa. He pronounces
only a poor vacuum. It
his name as “aou” as in
turned out to be corroded
“rout.” He also pronounces
inside and the seals were
the end with a strong “I”
damaged. There was a thirty
sound. In the séance, he proday warranty, but since we
nounced his name as we do.
did not actually set it up
Raudive struggled to find
until after that time, we endthe
right words. A fluoresed up with a worthless
The
vacuum
pump
(right)
with
plastic
jar
adapted
as
a
filter
and
cent light is commonly repump. In the end, we made
vacuum chamber (middle) with suspended microphone
ferred to as a “strip light”
a secondary filter for one of
but so is a strip of light
the oil-based pumps so that it could be used indoors.
bulbs
or
LED
lights.
However
when he was offered “fluoWe managed about 93.4% vacuum. That last 6.6% would
rescent
lighting,”
he
agreed
to
it, but he then spoke of a
be costly. From my study, the 93.4% should be adequate
vacuum.
A
fluorescent
light
is
actually
a gas-filled tube in
for “proof of concept.” By that, I mean that there should be
a notable difference in EVP with and without vacuum in which the gas is ionized to produce plasma. Plasma is
sometimes referred to as the fourth state of matter as in
this system if the concept is viable.
The material used for this project will be listed on the solid, liquid, gas and plasma. So it is not correct to think of
website. EVP has been recorded thus far but testing has just a fluorescent light in terms of a vacuum, which is why I
begun. Other people have reported trying a microphone in suggested “plasma.”
Current research indicates that traditional EVP, the kind
a vacuum chamber with little improvement in EVP. What
has been tried thus far is a good test of the concept, but Raudive would necessarily be referring to, is formed out of
different microphone/recorder combinations still need to available sound energy. Sound in the environment depends
be tried. Because of the cost and our current results, a on some form of material to propagate the mechanical
hardware-intensive technique such as this is not something energy, but a vacuum is by definition the absence of matewe would suggest for any but the most technical oriented rial. Radio waves, light, magnetism will all pass through a
plastic or glass vacuum chamber, but not sound.
experimenters.
We conducted EVP sessions with and without the vacuSo the real question concerns why Raudive told us to use
um
without getting communication. Other than a little
a vacuum. We believe that it was Konstantin Raudive
ground
hum, the old Teac is a very high quality recorder
speaking to us. Reading the full transcript, it is clear that
and
would
normally require some added noise to produce
he was unaccustomed to materialization and speaking
EVP.
Sarah
routinely used a shortwave radio tuned to the
through ectoplasm. He struggled to speak and to find the
frequency
that
pilots use and a microphone equipped with
right words. He made his transition in 1974, a time before
a
parabolic
reflector.
Both devices supplied background
personal computers were common and the dominant audio
recorders depended on magnetic media. His telling us to noise which compensated for the Teac’s quiet circuit.
The bottom line is that we have not recorded any comhook the microphone to a reel-to-reel recorder was in fact
munication
with this arrangement. It can sometimes take
very evidential. As you will see, it is felt that the medium
development
groups years to produce physical phenomena.
and the sitter influence the communication. But who of us
Is
it
possible
that they on the other side need to work with
would today even think about a reel-to-reel recorder!
the
device
for
a while before it works? We recently reThere are two models commonly used for mediumship.
In mental mediumship it is felt that there is a mind-to-mind ceived guidance to try different components and placement
exchange of information between the communicating enti- of the equipment in the house to avoid possible electrical
ty and the etheric aspect of the medium, a translation of that interference. This highlights the need to try everything that
Continued page 11
information via the medium’s worldview of images and might apply.
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Felix Circle: Witness Report
Witness report about the December 15, 2009 séance written by Karin and Walter Schnittger, published at felixcircle.blogspot.com

The “Copernicus” apport from the 15 December 2009 séance:
a 1973 stamp from Poland, a steel ball and a miniature key.
Unknown to the Felix Group was that the Schnittgers were
traveling in 2009 on Copernicus traces in Poland and Germany.

After a warm welcome by all group members, we, along
with a lady from Australia, were guided down to the séance
room, which was equipped with the familiar traditional
English cabinet. Objects such as a trumpet, a drum, a bell,
a plaque and a wind chime hanging from the ceiling were
in the room. We were seated near the “point of action.”
After the circle leader gave us instructions for a successful
séance, the medium slowly entered a deep trance.
… After the medium entered the trance state the spirit
communicator, Hans Bender, welcomed the group and the
guests. He told Walter and me that “I have the feeling that
somebody is approaching so close that it will be possible to
provide a direct message to you. It is a deceased scientist,
but I cannot yet recognize who it is. I perceive that he feels
attracted to you and that he is only present this evening
because of you. As far as he will be able to make himself
recognizable, the progress of the evening will show this.”
Throughout the séance, Hans Bender gave instructions to
the circle leader to change the position of the drum and
trumpet and to dim or increase the brightness of the plaque
(an approximately eighteen centimeter square, wooden
phosphorescent plaque), and other devices. He asked the
sitters several times to hold hands to strengthen the energy
for the physical phenomena. Music and singing was also
requested. He announced the building of energy clouds,
which were recognized by some sitters throughout the
duration of the séance. Hans Bender told us that the energy
field was initiated and would build up slowly now.
The first phenomenon we experienced was the sound of
the wind chime which we repeatedly heard throughout the
séance. After that, tapping noises were heard originating
from different spots at the ceiling, and they sometimes even
followed the rhythm of the music. The trumpet went into
the air several times. It came quite close to Walter’s face
and even slightly touched the circle leader’s forehead.

Quite loud raps and taps were heard by the sitters several
times. While some sitters felt the usual coldness around
their knees, others felt a draft over their face.
After about an hour, the activities focused on the plaque.
These phenomena were highly interesting, and various
shapes were seen on the plaque throughout the séance. I
saw many images appearing on the plaque of which I
would like to describe three, the ones I saw with clear
features, as shown below: fan structure, mountain range
and wrist with pointing finger and thumb. The phenomenon with fingers and different shapes happened several
times during the séance. Twice we saw the plaque slowly
rotate approximately ninety degrees.
It might be interesting to mention that Hans Bender
worked in close cooperation with the so-called chemists.
On one particular occasion we heard a low-voiced conversation between Hans Bender and the chemists, obviously to
discuss the next steps.
At one point of the séance, Hans Bender asked the circle
leader to hold the trumpet with the wide opening close to
the ceiling, at the same time asking the sitters to jointly
count from three to one, three to zero, and last, ten to zero,
a procedure which seemed to be new to the group sitters.
Arriving at the zero of the last counting, a noise like the
dropping of an object was heard by some sitters. It was
assumed by the circle leader that this was the materialization of an apport which was confirmed by Hans Bender
later on, stating that the apport includes a message from
some spirit person for Karin and Walter Schnittger.

As reported by Karin Schnittger: Mountain range (left); Fan
structure (middle); Wrist with pointing finger and thumb (right)

Close to the end of the séance, Hans Bender mentioned:
“If the information I have available here is correct, there is
a greeting from a deceased friend of Walter and Karin here
somewhere in the room.” After turning the light on in the
séance room, we saw that there were three wax-ball type
apports on the floor; one pretty large and two smaller ones.
As we later learned, after the opening of the wax balls, two
of them had a connection to us. The small one contained a
strip of paper with pretty clear handwriting in a foreign
language. It was identified later in the evening that it was a
message in connection with Red Cloud.
The large apport shows a stamp from Poland with a
picture of Nikolaus Kopernikus and in addition, a small key
and a 9 mm steel ball. It is now work in progress to solve
the riddle;
Continued page 9
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The Riddle of the Mystery Glyphs Solved After Fourteen Years
Scole film glyphs’ origin finally identified
by Walter Schnittger, published at felixcircle.blogspot.com

Introduction
The Scole work in the years 1995 until 1998 included
several photographic experiments with unopened film. The
outcome of these experiments was absolutely fascinating.
There are several publications available on the Scole
sittings in total such as:
• SPR Proceedings, Volume 58 - Part 220, November 1999
• Montague Keen, Arthur
Ellison, David Fontana:
The Scole Report
• Grant and Jane Solomon:
The Scole Experiment,
1999/2006
• Robin Foy: Witnessing
the Impossible, 2008

in this homepage—claudius-portal.de—with title: Felix Circle Dec.15, 09 on website) With this apport in hand the
motivation was high enough to spend hours on the Internet
and finally we found it. The glyphs are identified with
those on a wooden Easter Island tablet, the so-called Small
Santiago Tablet.

These publications describe
all details of the film experiments including our signed
witness reports, so that there
is no necessity to repeat it
here. I just want to again make
a clear statement: We, myself
and my wife Karin are 100% Figure 1: Text under top film strip: Plate 6: These strange images, with clearly discernible though
rambling German phrases, originated from Polachrome film bought and controlled throughout by
convinced of the genuineness
the Schnittgers after it was placed by them in a locked box held in Walter Schnittger's hand and
of the thirty Scole sittings we developed the same evening after a sitting attended by Dr. Schoer on 22nd November 1996
participated in.
(Chapter VI and Appendix D). Bottom strips are enlargements of the top strip: left and right.
In particular, the following
film showing glyphs and
Tablets are rare now. Religious prohibition has resulted
some German words “Wie der Staub” etc. was controlled
in
the destruction of almost all tablets, an awful loss for the
by me in such a way that there was no doubt left at all: it
Easter
Island culture. It was the homepage,
was bought by us in a normal photo shop in Norwich, it has
always been in our hands, before, during and after the rongorongo.org, that allowed us to find the glyphs. A big
sitting and it was in addition secretly marked by myself. compliment to the operators of this site, it is a comprehenThere was no way to manipulate something and the result sive coverage of all Easter Island glyphs and tablets and
of the experiment was again magnificent. Dr. Hans Schaer their background. We have used a few of their pictures to
participated in this experiment and Hans, too, carefully show the tablet-to-Scole film comparison.
observed everything.
Film “Wie der Staub” with Glyphs
The figure 1 shows the film in total length with words,
symbols, glyphs and a lot of lines connected to them. On
the right side you find the German words: “Wie der Staub
in ... Wind” translated in English: “Like the Dust in ...
Wind.” In the middle part are two symbols and in the left
part two blocks of glyphs, in total fifty-eight glyphs.
In 1996-97, we spent quite some time in libraries and on
the Internet but we did not find the glyphs. We then gave it
up. Now thirteen years later, it was a wax-ball apport in the
Dec.15, 2009 Felix Circle sitting that showed signs on a
small piece of paper similar to the Scole Film Glyphs that
triggered off a new attempt in search. (See separate report
Volume 29, Number 1

Figure 2: Second section of glyphs

It is important to mention that the glyphs on the film are
in handwriting, a fact that made it a challenge to find the
origin. Several glyphs are simplified as if they were “written” in a hurry.
Continued page 9
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Felix Circle

Continued from page 7

Message in clay ball apport: “Red Cloud is my name.” Message in the Sioux/Oglala sub-dialect “Lakota.” The Felix
Group’s connection to the Harrowgate Rainbow Circle, whose
main spirit guide is Red Cloud, may be behind this message.

we believe it has a symbolic meaning. This apport was a
big surprise for us. Almost exactly five years ago, Nikolaus
Kopernikus surprisingly contacted us in one of our regular
trance sittings with the Claudius Congregation. This summer we visited the most important places of his life.
The second apport connected to us was announced by
Hans Bender as a greeting from a friend of ours. The apport
shows on a small piece of paper a signature and some
Rongo Rongo type signs (Easter Island language). Interestingly, the signs on the apport are identical to those received
with the Scole film work about thirteen years ago where we
participated. At that time we received two double lines with
in total about fifty-five Rongo Rongo type signs that we
were unable to decipher. Now we have some of them again
and we will again try to get the meaning.

Riddle of the Glyphs

Continued from page 8

In the following section, the Scole film glyphs are compared to the Easter Island glyphs. Some remarks how to
read the comparison: The numbers below the glyphs are the
distance of the glyph to the start of the line in millimeters.
For example a number 107 means that this glyph is located
107mm behind the start of the line. The Scole film numbers
correspond to the millimeters of the original tablet.
The glyph in the middle of the film is an Easter Island
glyph, too. According to the official Easter Island glyph
denomination as to Barthel’s it has the number 31.

Figure 3: Picture of what is known as The Small Santiago
Tablet. Shaded areas compared to the Scole film.
From: rongorongo.org

Burnt paper piece with six Rongo Rongo-like glyphs and the
signature of Dr. Vladimir Delavre.

It was a big joy for us when we finally identified [the
signature] as that of Dr. Vladimir Delavre. He passed over
in 2007. In addition to his profession as a medical doctor,
he is well known because of his very interesting work in
trance…. We had conversations with Vladimir during his
lifetime and a communication with him in February 2009
during a Claudius Congregation
sitting at our place where he
asked us to pass on a message to
his wife.
We are very thankful to the Delavre’s signature, taken
Felix Circle team that we could from his publication
participate in this séance and we “Transkommunikation”
send greetings to the spirit
world, which keeps us busy with their riddles.
Karin and Walter Schnittger have been interested in spiritual matters and philosophy for twenty-five years. Among
many others they participated in the Scole sittings many
times. Their homepage: www.claudius-portal.de provides
information received through half-trance dialogues with
the Claudius Congregation.

Figure 4: Original tablet glyphs versus Scole film glyphs
(1996) right glyph block-upper line. Note that the film was
rotated 180 degrees to agree with the Easter Island glyphs.

Final Remark
To get something rare like the Easter Island glyphs in
handwriting on a Scole film is already very extraordinary.
There is still the question why just these glyphs have been
chosen. So far we do not have an answer to this. But we
very much appreciate the effort undertaken to open up
human minds for things that normally are considered as
impossible.
Biographies
Karin and Walter Schnittger have been interested in spiritual matters and philosophy for twenty-five years. Among
many others, they participated in the Scole sittings many
times. Their homepage: www.claudius-portal.de has started to provide information received through half-trance
dialogues with the Claudius Congregation.
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Shirlie
by Allison Sniffin

My mom Shirlie was (is) a vivacious, loquacious lady with
a big smile and big sense of humor. She was a radiant
person who lived radiantly. She attracted people and had a
way of making them feel respected by the way she listened.
She won the hearts of children, animals and adults, including every medical professional who ever met her. My
brother and I were crazy about her, and during the gift of
her last five years, she became my best friend and confidant. She said we were like two bodies with one heart.
Shirlie crossed over at the age of seventy-seven on February 27, 2008. She had been hospitalized intermittently for
seven years. She was a fighter, a “crusader” to put it in her
own terms (“crusader” is an EVP received on the anniversary of her death). None of us expected her to die when she
did; she’d beaten the odds so many times. The day she died
was high drama with doctors rushing here and there, Code
Blue alarms, and for me a mixture of despondence and
detached disbelief. My mother couldn’t be dying! It was
more like we were making a movie about her death, in
which she had the starring role.
The week that followed Mom’s death was a blur. Exactly
one week after her death, to the hour, a tornado bore down
on her house! I dove for the interior hallway, noting that the
cat who is normally terrified of inclement weather was
peaceful. (Later weather records were to show there never
had been a tornado. The “tornado” was to be the first of
many paranormal incidents.)
The next day I returned to Brooklyn where I was living
at the time and found two strange messages on my answering machine interspersed with condolences from friends.
They were from Mom: “Miss you,” “Call me.” Impossible! Could my mother still be able to call me? I remembered that years ago, my friend Irving had left me a
telephone message on the day of his funeral. “Mom,” I
shouted, “if we can really communicate this way, can you
call me back?!” Later that evening a garbled call came in;
a cross between breathing and whistling, with speech in the
Volume 29, Number 1

static. Later analysis revealed, “I was with her in the
hospital.”
I began to search for people who had received phone
calls from deceased loved ones and found AA-EVP. Following directions given on the website, I attempted to reach
Mom, but knowing nothing about audio software, I grew
discouraged. However, nine months later, Mom was to
leave another clear message on her home answering machine: “Pick up! You must be getting sleepy,” and at this
point I decided I’d better get serious about trying to reach
her. I joined the AA-EVP and immersed myself in audio
technology and recording techniques.
Enthused by unusual stories on the AA-EVP website and
in Tom and Lisa’s book, I began hearing my mother’s
voice in radiators, in the gurgle of a coffee maker and in the
grease of a frying pan ... and I would run for my IC
recorder. From the frying pan I have a recording of my
mother saying: “I miss you, honey. Love the apartment!
You’re cooking zucchini.” (I was dicing cucumbers for a
salad.) “I’m right here. I wanna call you but I can’t”.
When I first started recording, I usually set the recorder
on ST mode with VOX ON and relied on the recorder’s
internal speakers. In this way I captured my mother’s
speech inflection and accent. One of my most impressive
EVP recorded this way is a Class A audio clip of my
mother whispering to the cat, “Peaches, I need you.”

Allison with Shirlie and the fish

More recently, I have been attaching a dynamic microphone to my IC recorder and recording in ST or LP mode
with VOX ON. I get more frequent and louder responses
this way, but the sounds are hard to decipher. Recordings
made this way may deliver an immediate burst of loud
energy or I may wait in silence for five minutes before I
begin to hear a swirling static gaining in energy, surging
and receding. Sometimes I get crackles and pops, or a burst
of noise that overloads the speaker and disappears. I hear
speech patterns within these noises; occasionally decipherable words will emerge from them—which for me confirm
that they are attempts at communication. I also wonder if
they are technical experiments from the other side.
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Shirlie

Continued from page 10

I’ve received fascinating communications from other
entities, including spirits who seem disposed to facilitate
communication. Numerous times, I’ve recorded things
like, “Contact”, “We’re in” or “We can help you.” One
evening when I had been trying to reach my mother by
phone (by calling my cell phone and leaving the line open),
my brother called, and during our conversation, a deep
male voice intruded with, “She’ll call at nine.” I thought I
was hallucinating! Fortunately I have the recording to
prove I was not. On another occasion, when I was thanking
all the spirits who watch over me, I recorded a male voice
saying clearly in a British accent, “I love your soul.”
Unusual phone calls continue to come to my mother’s
home in Virginia. They’re usually cell phone calls not
intended for anyone in my family, or fragments of telemarketer calls, but imbedded in their static is often a message
for me or perhaps for ATransC members. Recently I received, “Vicki, gimme a call,” “Allison, I did know her”
and “Debra, you have look ahead.”
I do get and hear my mother more strongly in her home.
However once last summer in upstate New York, thinking
about her strongly, I perceived the daylight around me
glowing in a way I’d never seen; felt the IC recorder shake
in my hand with a life of its own, as it took down a kind of
morse code; and had a live telephone conversation with my
mom (difficult to decipher) when I called her home phone.
I sense my mother is near when she “glows” the light in
the room—the lamp I am near seems to increase in intensity and take on a rose-gold color. This happened last week
at the doctor’s office when the doctor stepped out of the
room for a moment and I was talking to Mom.
Sometimes the computer next to my bed will turn on and
off in the middle of the night. I have also noticed “strange”
things in Mom’s house: the kitchen cabinet doors open
when my back is turned and small objects disappear and
reappear. Last week, Mom’s friend Diane’s lost cell phone
materialized in the passenger seat of Mom’s car when I was
driving it. (Big sense of humor, like I said: the materialized
cell phone is surely Mom’s most outstanding feat to date!)
In New Jersey where I now live, the outdoor floodlight has
turned on unexpectedly in the daytime and the lamp next to
my writing desk has pulsed on and off in rhythm.
One night last July when I was having a fitful night of
sleep in my mom’s house, I hallucinated the bark of one of
the dogs we grew up with and heard Mom say “Allison”
into my ear. That same night, I had a lucid dream that the
phone was ringing. “I called to tell you I’m moving,” I
heard my mother’s voice say. When I asked her to where,
she said, “The place where I am moving to is with you.”
Since my lucid dream, EVP from Mom has not been as
clear. It’s as though she’s trying to cover a longer distance,
fighting more obstacles to get through. But she still glows
the lights, apports objects and makes me laugh.
I also wanted to share part of a reading that I received
from Kristof Bathory in June 2009: “… I am in communi-

cation with your mother, Shirlie…. First of all, I just want
to say what a pleasure it is meeting your mother, she is such
a lovely bright lively mischievous funny spirit to work with
and she’s already given me a number of chuckles. So, the
first thing to know is that she is quite wide awake on the
other side, which is often right beside us. Not all spirits are
awake after they pass; my brother didn’t awaken and speak
for about fifteen years so you are lucky that your mother
can be in communication so easily.
“She is still getting used to ways in which to make
contact and in answer to your questions regarding whether
she is communicating with you via electronic devices, she
did not so much say ‘yes’ as she threw her arms overhead
(in her spirit form) and shouted hallelujah! So it’s important to her, very important, that this connection has been
made, is working and you are now both aware of it, as the
closing of the circle makes the communication between the
two of you easier. …she is learning methods of communicating and is quite proud of her accomplishment. She is
gleeful. Says, she wants to stay in touch with you, and that,
‘I am finding my voice.’ Also, you are never to fear anything negative coming thru in this communication as Shirlie was, and is, such a child of light, that darkness cannot
intimidate her light.” January 24, 2010

The Raudive Device

Continued from page 6

The plasma version of the device should be tried before
giving up on the suggestion. Discharge terminals could be
glued into the chamber base, and once the vacuum system
is in place, it should be possible to fill the evacuated
chamber with an appropriate gas such as neon from a local
neon sign shop. A power supply would be needed and there
are many good ideas for one on the Internet. It turns out that
working with plasma is something of a hobby for some
people. The challenge would be in managing noise from
electrical discharge.
An alternative to adapting a vacuum chamber for plasma
might be to adapt a fluorescent light. The objective would
be to sense meaningful variations in the electrical environment inside the fluorescent tube. One approach to this
might be to use a phototransistor to monitor the light
intensity of the fluorescent lamp. Because what we see is
secondary emission, monitoring a plasma globe might be
more direct. The objective here is to determine if plasma is
an active part of the trans-etheric communication. If the
communicator is able to influence the plasma more easily
than, say the electrical field of a transistor junction, then
such influence should be detectible as a change in brightness of the ionized gas.
Now that we have a sense of what is involved, we feel
comfortable encouraging qualified technicians to test Raudive’s suggestion. We will attempt to test the plasma idea,
but much of our time is taken with day-to-day operations
of the Association, so it may be some time. Of course, we
would love to receive reports about what others have
learned by trying these ideas.
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Managing Examples of Phenomena
Probably the most common question a person new to
transcommunication is concerned with is how to share their
examples and how to manage their recordings. We will
discuss some of the more important considerations here.
The Techniques section of atransc.org also includes a number of useful articles about working with examples.

because a folder full of examples from many people who
have used this system will show all of Joe Smith examples
in a block, sorted by year. The location and words in the
EVP should be next. Underlines and dashes instead of
spaces is an Internet convention. How to prepare audio files
for sharing will be discussed below.

As magnetic media has been replaced by digital media, it
has become more practical to store both pictures and audio
recordings in a computer. The main concerns for this include:
• Storage of the original or a high-quality record.
• Development and storage of an edited version suitable
for printing and /or sharing.
• Cataloguing examples for future access.
• Editing of examples to make them more understandable.
Storage
The average person can probably expect to store just about
all of their work in one computer. The caution here is that
computers can fail without notice. From our experience,
backup hard drives also fail without notice. A good tactic
to protect your examples is to occasionally back up your
files on a CD or the higher capacity DVD.
Some online storage services, such as DropBox.com
offer up to two gigabytes of free storage. A small application is downloaded to your computer, which sets up a
special folder. Files that are kept in that folder are automatically synchronized with the online image. Storage is encrypted, safe and accessible to you from any computer.
Naming Convention
It is easy to accumulate so many files that it can be difficult
to find a particular file. One way to manage many files is
to use a standard system for naming files. The date is
probably the best reference. Second best would be subject
and last best would be location or person. A good approach
would be a hierarchical system of folders such as My
Documents > EVP Examples > Old Haunted House > 10
January 2010. The 10 January 2010 folder would contain
all of the activity from the 10 January investigation. The
example might be labeled as Old Haunted House Living
Room. (Always identify where you were when the example
was collected and try to keep that information in the name.)
The computer will sort the files so that all of the Old
Haunted House files will be sorted by what comes after,
such as where it was collected. An alternative is to put the
number of the session in front of the name. The objective
is to take advantage of the way the computer manages files
to help you sort them.
If you are sharing files with others, then consider notifying people that you wish to protect your ownership by
using the copyright symbol in the file name as:
(c)Joe_Smith 2010-ohh_10Jan_I_see_you.mp3. The copyright symbol followed by your name and the year is helpful
Volume 29, Number 1

Audacity

Editing Files—General Considerations
For sound, Audacity is a very good open source (free)
audio management program from SourceForge.net. There
is an article explaining the initial setup for that program in
the Techniques section of atransc.org. There are a number
of free programs for editing pictures and videos. Adobe
Photoshop Elements 8 is a popular program available for
under $100.
These are powerful programs that allow one to do pretty
spectacular things to media, but keep in mind that examples
of transcommunication are phenomenal and often formed
in ways that are not expected by the designers of these
tools. For instance, transform EVP is formed out of the
very noise the noise reduction tool is designed to remove.
Edited examples also draw additional suspicion of manipulation to make the mundane seem paranormal. In every
case, it is best to do as little editing as possible.
Editing Audio Files
In audio, the first task is to capture the sound file into the
computer. Newer recorders with a USB port make it possible to simply “slide” the file from the recorder folder to
where you will store it. For older and analog recorders, it is
necessary to connect the Headset or Line Out jack to the
computer’s Line In or Microphone jack, set the computer
to interface that jack using the audio control panel, and use
the audio editing program as a recorder. Once in and saved
to the storage folder, treatment for all files is about the same.
It takes us about thirty minutes to review a three-to-five
minute recording. We use the Class A, B and C grading
system: A Class A can be heard and understood over
speakers without prompting;
Continued page 13
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a Class B needs headphones and probably prompting; and,
a Class C is very difficult to hear and understand even with
prompting. We look for all of these when we are seeking
information, but we usually do not save the Class C. If you
are looking for only Class A and B examples, then it may
be reasonable to simply play the file while listening for
louder utterances.
What you save is a personal decision that should be made
early on in your work with EVP, but saving a file that does
not include an EVP makes little sense. You may eventually
collect thousands of files. Also, you will probably get
better at capturing quality EVP, and your early recordings
may be mostly irrelevant. When considered from the context of the number of people recording EVP, the phenomenal utterances are actually very common. Unless you are
conducting research, and by this we mean carefully documented sessions following exacting protocols with the
intention to publish your results, then it is a good idea to
discard all but the best Class A and Class B examples.
The question that needs to be asked is “What use is an
utterance that conveys no usable information”? An EVP
saying “Hi” is interesting, but there are many such examples. Unless it is clearly from a loved one, and therefore has
sentimental value, it may be best to at least consider the
example for deletion as better ones come along.
Assuming you are making relatively short recordings of
just a few minutes, label the raw file that you intend to keep
and then save it as an edit file. In that file, clip what is
important, including your words if appropriate to give
context and save that as the name of the example. It is best
to edit the file in its raw format, such as wav. Then save the
edited version for sharing as an mp3.
Amplifying is the most common edit. Ten decibels is
okay, but use all of the editing tools conservatively. The
filters are effective for removing gross noise such as
ground hum, but not so effective for removing noise
around the EVP because the voice is usually formed out of
that noise. The most effective tool for making an EVP more
easily heard is noise reduction. In Audacity, select a section
of the waveform that does not seem to have voice, and in
menu item Effect > Noise Removal, click on the Get
Profile button. Then, select all of the waveform and open
the Noise Removal tool again and click on Remove Noise.
You may want to try different positions of the slider for the
best result. This tool will sometimes cause a ringing artifact.
Whatever you do to modify a sound file, once you have
decided what is said in the EVP, restore the file to its
original condition and see if you can find the same words.
If not, the edits may have changed the intended meaning of
the utterance and the prudent thing to do would be to
discard the recording. A second safeguard is the use of a
listening panel. Recruit a few friends or use the Idea Exchange to ask people to listen to your example. If at least a
few do not hear it as you do, then be very cautious about

Noise reduction tool in Audacity

making very much of what is said. It is important to take
care not to mistake the mundane as paranormal.
Editing Visual Files
It is possible to find examples of visual phenomena in
photographs. An advantage of working with a high resolution still camera is that detail can be preserved and small
features can be enlarged for examination. While video is
fine for recording time-based events, its lower resolution
makes detailed examination difficult. Even so, most visual
evidence is finally presented as a still photograph.
Photographic evidence should be saved in its raw form
and edited as a copy. Presenting photographic evidence is
often difficult. On the Internet, lower resolutions are usually required for online display, and substantial contrast
control is usually necessary for display in printed media.
While editing may be the only way a picture can be shared,
it is important that the observer understands how it has
been altered. We routinely crop images and increase contrast and brightness to account for the printing process, but
doing this always raises the question of credibility. The
current best practice is to notify the viewer that the example
has been edited and offer the original on request.
Continued page 16

A frame from the recording of a video loop. The left version
is as “grabbed.” Contrast and sharpness has been increased
and some of the clutter manually removed in the right version.
We see a girl looking to the right, two small dogs at the lower
left, a dog at upper-right and perhaps a rabbit lower-right.
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Information Gathering Using EVPmaker
Over two years ago, and with the help of a substantial
donation from a member, the Association funded a pilot
study concerning whether or not it is possible to conduct a
real-time conversation via EVPmaker using allophones.
The report for that study is being readied for submission to
a peer-reviewed journal. That is one study, but the subject
is so important that we think follow-on research should be
conducted. So while we wait for the Windbridge report, it
will be helpful to ask the same question in another way.
Cindy Heinen has agreed to manage a study in which the
question will be asked: Using just EVPmaker with allophones as the input file, is it possible to ask etheric communicators to provide information about a predetermined
target? Here is Cindy’s introduction for the study:
In line with Association TransCommunication’s focus on
objection evidence for survival, a new series of trials will
be started this spring. These trials will utilize EVPmaker
with allophones, and with the help of the membership
and other interested participants, the potential of this
type of communication will be explored. The required
technology for the study is the EVPmaker program developed and provided at no charge by Stefan Bion, using the
allophones file also provided by Stefan as an input file. It
will be used in an attempt to capture words or phrases
that correspond to pre-chosen target objects. Results
from this year-long trial would show if EVPmaker with
allophones can be used to acquire specific information.
Each month, a target object will be left undisturbed in
a set location. Participants for these trials will ask that
their etheric communicators identify the target object via
EVPmaker. The element that makes this experiment
capable of producing good evidential data is that participants will not know what the target object is. This will
only be known by the two project managers and the
target object holder.
Participants who believe they have received an answer
to the target object inquiry will send an email indicating
what they believe is said, along with the attached EVPmaker file, to the project managers for each month of the
trials. The project managers will collect these files for
distribution to a listening panel.
The listening panel, which is also blind to what the
target object is, will review the files and determine if they
also hear an answer to the target object question. They
will submit their responses to the project manager who
will compare the results to what the target object for that
month is and tally the positive results for each month.
Although the protocol for this experiment is rigorous,
the experiment is also being designed for ease of use.
With this in mind the managers of the project are refining
the protocol and instruction in hopes that experienced
EVPmaker practitioners, and also individuals new to
EVPmaker communication, will want to participate in
this important research.
Volume 29, Number 1

Cindy is a long time member of
the Association and is a member
of the ATransC Advisory Panel.
She has participated in several
published EVP research projects.
Cindy has already assembled a
listening panel and has selected
the necessary “targets” to be
identified by participants.
Visit the Examples section of
Cindy Heinen
atransc.org to listen to the synthesized voice examples provided by Margaret Downey. We
have just added examples recorded by Vicki Talbott.
Virtually all of the criticisms posed by the skeptical
community are addressed in this study, including the question of stray radio signal, noise mistaken as voice, unnoticed conversations in the environment and nonsensical
phrases. As you can see, this promises to be an exciting and
important study. (This study is sponsored by the Sarah
Estep Research Foundation)
You do not have to be an ATransC member to participate
in these trials, so please invite everyone you know who
uses EVPmaker to join in. Access to details for the protocol
and trial updates will be maintained on atransc.org in the
Research section.
EVPmaker is an easy to use, free computer program
written by Stefan Bion and available on his website. He
also provides an excellent set of instructions and a downloadable file containing the allophones you are asked to use
in
the
trials.
His
website
is
at:
www.stefanbion.de/evpmaker/speakjet/index_e.htm
The trials are expected to begin in the next few weeks, so
download the program and start brushing up on its use. Be
sure to review the EVPmaker conversation recorded by
Margaret and Vicki at atransc.org. There is also a brief
explanation of her technique.
A special email address is being set up to receive examples; in the meantime, please feel free to contact us directly
with your questions. You may also reach Chris and Cindy
on the Idea Exchange.

What is Transcommunication?
Ernst Senkowski coined the term, Instrumental TransCommunication or ITC, as a name for communication across
the veil by all forms of technology. ITC includes EVP, but
also includes visual forms as well as text.
“Transcommunication” means communication across a
divide of some form and depends on the context for meaning. It could be used as trans-border communication, for
instance. Of course, we use it to mean communication
between the etheric or nonphysical aspect of reality and the
physical. Here is the important point: it is seen as a twoway exchange of ideas.
Continued page 17
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Visual ITC Perception Study
ATransC has started an online study to address the question: “Is the face I see in the ITC picture my imagination or
is it really a face?” The approach is to show unlabeled
examples to website visitors and provide a text field for
them to state what they see. This approach has provided
important information for EVP and we think having input
from the public will also provide a better sense of how
visual forms of ITC are perceived.
Audio Phenomena
In a previous study with audio phenomena, Class A examples were used and what experienced practitioners agreed
they said was considered the “right answer.” The examples
were only marked as “Example” with a unique number so
participants had no way of knowing what they were
thought to say. A blank text field was provided for each
example so that participants could type in what they heard.
Three trials were conducted with a total of seventeen examples containing a total of sixty-two words. An example that
was just a poorly verbalized “live” voice was used and
produced an average 32.9% correct word recognition. A
radio-sweep example was also included and produced average correct word recognition of 2.5%. 512 people participated making a total of 9,002 possible correctly
recognized words. 2,721 words were correctly reported or
25.2% overall correct word recognition (%Rw).
The report for this study is in the Journal section of the
ATransC website. It includes a discussion of some of the
factors thought to affect how EVP are heard. The main
point to be learned from the study is that EVP are composed of real words that can be experienced in an expected
way. It shows that at least some EVP are not just imagined
to be real words. In many examples, the circumstances of
their recording makes the words in the example meaningful, and therefore, certifiable as communication.
The fact that, on average, only 25% of the words were
correctly reported provides some support for the idea that
EVP are not formed with the cues people are taught to
expect in order to find meaning in noise. In effect, EVP is
something of a learned language. The results are also in
line with what one might expect for a casual listener since
visitors probably do not often use headsets or work very
hard to understand inherently poorly “spoken” words.
At the very least, the study can be used to dispel the
popular skeptical claim that EVP have meaning because of
pareidolia, which is the skeptical psychologist’s way of
saying that we imagine meaning where there is none.
Visual Phenomena
Visual forms of ITC occur as meaningful shapes where
there should be only random visual noise. In this issue of
the NewsJournal, “Researcher Reports” and the article,
“Sunday” include examples of visual ITC collected using
light reflected from moving water and found in light
formed with a video feedback loop.
Each technology has a different problem or advantage

and none produces photographic-quality images, so as with
EVP, the challenge is to find the best technology or technique. We have been using the video feedback loop in the
visual ITC sessions we conduct at the end of the Socrates
Circle sittings. Examples of what we are collecting are in
the “Socrates Circle ITC” article in this issue.

Please use the text box below to describe what you
see in these pictures. All are the same image:
Unedited at left, enhanced contrast (middle) and
grayscale. (Example 5 from online study.)

The online study will include examples from the Socrates
Circle that have not been circulated, which is important for
a “blind” study. You will see in the example shown here
that the “raw” image is shown alongside an enhanced
version in which mostly contrast has been changed to make
the image more evident and a grayscale version that might
help the viewer make out detail. We think the three versions will help keep the person from “locking on” to a part
of the image rather than considering the entire example.
This form of these phenomena is very “holographic” in
nature and viewing perspective is important. Stepping back
to see the image at a different scale also helps and certainly
it is better in color.
The technique is explained in the Techniques section of
the website. In essence, an analog camera is connected to
the input of an analog television set so that the camera
“sees” what it has just seen. The resulting loop produces a
stream of chaotic optical noise in which small regions of
order naturally emerge to produce splotches of color and
light and dark which rush from the center to the edge of the
screen like warp drive in a movie spaceship. The features
form in the medium intensity patches of light and it is
harder to produce such patches using digital equipment.
Please consider dropping by atransc.org to tell us what
you see in the examples. A link to the study is on the front
page. Feel free to invite your friends and post information
about the study on discussion boards. We gather participant’s IP numbers with the form and screen for repeated
reports. In effect, we only use one submission from each
computer.
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Managing Examples

Sunday

Continued from page 13

General
Current understanding shows that audio and visual examples of these phenomena are best thought of as simulations
of the physical thing. For instance, words in EVP are
spoken “like” a physical person speaks them but not exactly the same. Cues in spoken words we are trained from
childhood to look for in order for us to distinguish words
from noise, are often missing, making even the best EVP
more like a new language that takes experience to learn.
Visual forms have similar differences that may require
getting used to before proper perception.
There are also cultural and worldview reasons why a
person may not experience the examples as expected.
There is a psychological response to unexpected information referred to as inattentional blindness. We believe there
is a similar response that might be called incredulity blindness. Too often, we have shown a very clear example to
people only to have them say that they just see smudges of
color, or hear noise.
You should not assume that people you show your examples to will see or hear them as you do. To avoid that lack
of communication turning into accusations that you are
delusional, be careful to explain what you are showing and
how it was altered if any. Make sure they understand that
you are showing them something that is “like” the real
thing. Also, take advantage of the Idea Exchange to learn
how others see or hear your examples. These phenomena
are real enough; it is up to us to learn how to communicate
that reality to others.

A Call for EVP Examples
Alexander MacRae has asked for help collecting at least
200 good EVP examples for a research project. He did not
want to divulge exactly how they will be used to preserve
the “blind” quality of the study, but in the past, he has used
listening panels to demonstrate that recognizable information is present in what are thought to be EVP examples. He
has had studies published in the Society for Psychical
Research.
He wants only up to seven of the very best from each
person to avoid having the study about one experimenter.
He also needs to have EVP recorded in the usual way so
radio-sweep examples would not be acceptable because of
the live voice problem. EVPmaker using live voice as an
input would not be acceptable.
Since he has used a few ATransC members as listeners
in the past, please avoid discussing your examples on the
board, but it is okay if you have previously posted them. It
would also be good to have a friend listen to the examples
to help you be sure they are of pretty good quality.
This kind of study is very important for our field and
your support will be appreciated. Send the files with your
interpretation of what is said to experimentfeb@aol.com.
Be sure to tell him you are with the ATransC.
Volume 29, Number 1

A couple who are friends with several Association members experienced the transition of their dog named Sunday,
at the beginning of the year. Sunday had been their beloved
companion for many years and they were devastated by the
loss.
Members Margaret Downey and Vicki Talbott immediately understood how they felt. They have both had a very
close and cherished dog recently cross over, and so they
went to work to contact Sunday.
Vicki asked her son Braden, who is on the other side,
“Braden, how’s Sunday?” and got the message “She likes
us in Heaven.” She next asked, “Braden, is Sunday part of
the Big Circle now?” and received “She’s all around the
playground,” followed by, “He’s noooot (drawn out) kidding.”

Margaret tried for ITC pictures using her water technique
(itcdeadpeople.com). She asked for Sunday to appear and
told us that she had never seen an animal try to come
through so hard. Margaret actually received about seven
ITC pictures that look like Sunday.
The couple wrote that they were heartbroken at the loss
of their dog, and so touched by the work of Margaret and
Vicki. They could hear the EVP and said that the images
that Margaret sent definitely resembled their dog and that
all of this has given them great comfort. They wrote, “We
can’t express how grateful we are for Margaret and Vicki’s
efforts on our behalf. While nothing can fill the void when
someone loses a loved one, a selfless act of kindness by a
friend can do wonders.”

Big Circle Recording Dates
Record on Big Circle night and then share your messages
on the ATransC message board, the Idea Exchange. Upcoming recording dates are:
April 1, 15 and 29
May 13 and 27
June 10 and 24
July 8 and 22.
You don’t have to record on those dates to share messages
that you feel are coming from those on the other side who
are in the Big Circle. Often, members get messages that
help other members, so share what you get at
atransc.org/ideaexchange/
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Debbie Caruso

Pronunciation of Raudive’s Name

Continued from page 4

I could not find it anywhere on my computer. I wrote to her
Aunt Ginger for a copy and then starting looking through
every email from Debbie for the last two years. I found the
email, but what a shock! There were pictures of Alexa and
her friends but the picture of Debbie and Alexa was now a
picture with Alexa cut out. This was just impossible. I had
never seen this picture and I could tell by the other pictures
of Alexa and the bit of dress that you can see in the photo
that it was the picture that I had seen of the two of them.
Tom remembers the picture and will vouch for me. I decided that Debbie did not want Alexa’s picture in the NewsJournal and wrote to Aunt Ginger, telling her not to look
for the picture anymore and I told her about this strange
occurrence. She wrote back, “Maybe Debbie is trying to
protect her. About a week ago, I tried to send Alexa a
private message on Facebook (twice, which I always do
and the messages always go through), about a private
matter, thinking to myself would Debbie want me to tell
her this, and both times the messages would not go through
... sooooo I took the hint. lol”
Martha emailed us to say, “Another thing happened
about Debbie. When I was driving to meet Ginny at my
dad’s old place, I felt Debbie around me and I asked her,
‘Debbie, how are you doing?’ Her voice was inside my
head and she was giggling and replied, ‘Fine, but I’m really
getting a kick out of everyone trying to reach me on their
recorders!’ Ginny and I met for lunch before going to
Dad’s old condo and the first thing Ginny said was, ‘I’ve
been trying to get Debbie on my recorder.’”
Lorelei McMorrow wrote, “I remember when Debbie
and I were phone taping shortly after Kevin passed. (Debbie did this for so many members who had lost loved ones!)
Debbie was so happy to be getting the messages that we
were. She said, ‘Lisa is going to be so excited! This is really
great for ATransC and the Big Circle!’
“I was sad for myself [when I heard the news] because I
had hoped to meet this lovely lady one day. I’ve enjoyed
her website (closed now). It seems one’s passing brings
tremendous grief (on this side) and overwhelming happiness and contentment to that person and loved ones on the
other side. I guess to really be able to go on with one’s life
after loss is to stop dwelling on what was and to envision
their beautiful new lives. I’m glad too that Debbie didn’t
have to suffer any more than she did. And I have a feeling
that her wonderful spirit is going to continue to help us to
communicate with the other side. Funny, as I was writing
that sentence the phone started ringing. The answering
machine picked it up but no one left a message....”
Christine Jenkins wrote, “I remember a session that
Debbie and I did together using the telephone. Debbie
always wanted to know what Heaven was like ... she was
determined to get an answer! In this recording, Debbie
asked ‘What’s Heaven like?’ The response sounds like ‘It’s
beautiful.’ I believe it just got a little more beautiful up
there now that Debbie is there.”

When we received the communication from Raudive last
September in the Circle of the Silver Cord (COSC)
(silvercordcircle.com), we immediately noticed that he
pronounced his name differently from the way we have
heard it pronounced at various places on the web. We
mentioned this in the article about the communication,
stating that we did not know why he pronounced it differently.
After the Journal went out, Chris Hood, circle leader of
the Circle of the Silver Cord, wrote to us to say: “I feel that
maybe the reason for the apparent change in pronunciation
of Raudive by himself, was due to the essence of David’s
influence still present in his ectoplasm that is utilized by
those communicating. Although he is in a deep trance, an
element of his individuality remains within the ectoplasm,
and this can be impressed upon those communicating,
causing a ‘corruption’ of what is being said, or indeed how
it is said. All sitters present (COSC members included) can
influence what is said, or how, just by their own thoughts,
emotions and state of mind, as the combined energy of all
present is harnessed to allow communication to take place.
“This is why we have to be guarded as to who can sit,
what their current state of health is, the motive behind
wanting to sit and their level of excitement and expectation.
All of these factors and more, have an impact on the
communication and its effectiveness. As we know,
thoughts possess energy, and these can influence the communication, phenomena, etc.
“I hope this may help with understanding the complexities surrounding ectoplasm and its use in communication.”
This did help us understand because the way that Raudive pronounced his name is the way that we learned to
pronounce it through Sarah Estep. However, after receiving the communication and listening to some of his other
communication, we came to know that we have been mispronouncing his name!

Transcommunication?

Continued from page 14

The model we use is based on the Survival Hypothesis and
holds that trans-etheric influences are enabled by a physical
person, but initiated by a person in the etheric. These are
considered deliberate acts.
All forms of EVP are obviously a form of transcommunication because we think they are deliberately caused in
our equipment. A hauntings event, such as an apparition, is
a trans-etheric influence and is thought to be enabled by a
physical person but caused by a discarnate one. Thus, many
hauntings events are considered transcommunication and
objective evidence of the existence of the etheric communicator.
The focus of the Association TransCommunication is on
objective evidence of transcommunication that shows the
existence of survived personality.
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Thoughts From Members
Socrates Circle ITC
• Becky Estep wrote to say: “I saw ‘The Haunted’ last
night on Animal Planet (not to be confused with ‘The
Haunting’ on Discovery Channel). ‘The Haunted’ features paranormal investigations of purported haunted
locations, but with an emphasis on how the animals/pets
at the location are affected. Last night’s show was of a
house in Waldorf, MD of all places. The ‘Ghost Buster’
investigation group used something called a ‘Ghost
Box.’ It looked like a somewhat modified transistor radio
and the voices seemed to indicate what a radio sweep
might sound like. I had a hard time hearing the EVP
messages that came through but three predictions were
made by an entity through EVP and all three predictions
came true.”
• JoAnne Feldman wrote: “I wanted to let you know that I
really liked the new changes with the NewsJournal. I am
very excited about physical mediumship circles. Like
you, I got to sit for the November 13th David Thompson
séance in Florida. I did not get touched but could hear
footsteps and William’s breathing when he spoke with a
sitter a few seats from me. I find that getting evidence
from a séance like this one is very powerful. I was on
cloud nine for a few weeks afterwards. Now I find that
my left brain, the Doubter, is making its comeback and
trying to talk me out of it. It’s not doing a good job, as it
can’t come up with any credible arguments [against the
phenomena]. That is great progress for me.”
• Georg Lindström wrote to say: “Thanks a lot for the
Winter 2010 NewsJournal. How interesting it was to read
about physical phenomena. I have some years ago told
you about my own experiences when sitting as a guest
sitter in physical home circles in England. I have been
very privileged to have had fourteen sittings with Stewart
Alexander, Colin Fry and The Scole Group.
“During the sittings with Stewart, they were allowed to
use red light for short times, when the spirit people gave
the permission to do so, and in one of the sittings in
which the red light was used, the most remarkable phenomenon happened for me. My father’s hand materialized in front of my eyes! I was able to see a lot of
ectoplasm streaming round the central table and rising on
the top of it. When in quite a short time I saw the white
substance becoming more solid, and after that, I could
see fingers growing out of the hand one by one, just less
than a meter from my face… Then the hand touched me
gently.
“I have been a Circle leader for thirty-one years. First
we started as a mental circle sitting for absent healing and
after a one-week residential physical class at Stansted in
1993, we started to sit as a physical circle…. We started
to work with EVP during our sittings in October 1996….
“We didn’t have Finnish books about physical mediumship and its phenomena so I wrote a book about that
in 1996 and a book about ITC in 2005, together with Irma
Weisen.”
Volume 29, Number 1

Here are video loop examples from the past few meetings
of the Socrates Circle. All are collected using an analog
video camera and television set. As always, we are trying
to find the best combination of light, focus and distance to
give the clearest features, so you will notice quite a range
in textures. We hope that by sharing these examples with
you, you will decide to try for yourself. It is an easy way to
collect trans-etheric phenomena that will challenge your
imagination and the closed minds of your skeptical friends.

At left is a woman from her waist up. She appears to have her
hands on her hips and is facing toward your left ear. In her
hair, above her left eye is the face at the right. If you look
closely, you will see many other partially formed faces. It is
common for major features to be partially obstructed by smaller features as if every bit of useful energy must be used.
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At left is an ITC image of a man that we think
looks a lot like Arthur Conan Doyle

David Thompson
Materialization Séances
in Florida in June 2010
The Circle of the Silver Cord, and Materialization medium David Thompson (silvercordcircle.com), will be
giving demonstrations at the Shrine of the Master
Church in Sarasota, Florida this June 17 - 26
(shrineofthemaster.com). There are four materialization séances as well as workshops with David and other
workshops with renown mental medium Christine Morgan. For information and registration forms call the
Shrine of the Master at 941-953-6620.

Researcher Reports
• Phil Akin shared this video feedback
ITC image from a video feedback
loop session. He posted several very
good images on the Idea Exchange.
• Susie Alverson decided to ask her son
Lance who is on the other side if he
had met the Big Circle children and if
he had met Braden. Vicki had told her
she felt that her son Braden and Lance had already
hooked up. Susie said Vicki was right saying, “Can you
imagine my excitement when I got an answer to my
question of, ‘Lance do you know Braden from the Big
Circle?’ to which I heard, ‘Its Braden.’ Miraculous
stuff!” Susie also wrote to Chris Scott saying, “Thank
you again for your dedication to all of us who aren’t
computer goo roos! Without your help, this post would
not have been possible.”
• Rhonda Burton shared a picture of an
eagle’s head that she got in a water
video session. In one of her sessions
recorded on Big Circle recording
night she got “Kate,” and another
EVP that said “That’s Rhonda.”
• Margaret Downey also recorded on
the Big Circle recording night after Debbie’s transition.
Before she could even finish saying, “It’s Big Circle
night,” she recorded “Cat.” Other messages were,
“Friends … Rain … Shelly,” and “Call Melanie phone
I’m alive” Margaret also heard “Debbie.” She asked
“Debbie is that you?” and recorded “It’s me.”
• Niall Egan wrote, “I have been reading and listening with
interest to all the messages coming from Debbie Caruso.
I of course did not know her, but I was aware of her and
had looked in on her website a number of times. I was
saddened to learn of her passing. Last week … I also
attempted to communicate with her, and having heard a
message that could have been from her or about her, I
later asked, ‘Was that Debbie Caruso I heard today?’ On
listening back, before I spoke at all, I heard the words,
very faintly, ‘This is Debbie.’ This is recorded directly
into Audacity, with background radio slightly set off an
AM foreign language station.”
• Debbie Helms wrote, “Margaret Downey has recorded
my mom for me twice. I so appreciate it. Words can’t
express but I’m sure she knows! Thanks Margaret!”
• Christine Jenkins recorded on the first Big Circle date
after Debbie Caruso’s transition and recorded, “Guess
who’s talking” in a voice that sounded like Debbie. She
also recorded, “I can see … the Big Circle” and “Hi
Christine … Big Circle.”
• Lorelie McMorrow wrote that she did a recording and
asked for her brother, Kevin, and Grandpa to be there.
She wrote that, “Then somewhat hesitantly, I asked for
Debbie. I told her that I knew a lot of people were
probably trying to contact her, so if she was busy, that

was okay. The first voice I heard upon playback was
someone saying, ‘Let me do it.’ Then a voice clearly said,
‘Kevin.’ It’s easily heard without headphones. I played it
for Mom and she heard it right away. Immediately after
that a voice whispers, ‘Grandpa, tell it to the lady too.’
Then a female voice says, ‘Jewelry.’ (I read in Debbie’s
obituary that she was a jeweler.) Right after that, a male
voice says, ‘Know it’s them.’ I also told Debbie that I
was sad she passed, but happy she’s with Joey again.
When I played the tape back, a female voice said, ‘I can
hear it’ and ‘Thank you’.”
• David Mierzwinski wrote, “After reading about ‘crossover talk’ I decided to try my own experiment using my
Yahoo OOMA phone. My idea ... is to generate just
enough background noise to trigger the vocoders in the
voip (voice over IP) phone network and record the results. For a noise trigger I used an RS hack radio set to
FM. The output of this radio’s earphone is connected to
the microphone input on my computer phone (Yahoo). I
set the radio to just trigger the vocoder and let it sweep. I
record the results off the earpiece of my OOMA phone
via an inductive microphone pickup designed for recording phone calls. The recording had a slight hum so this
was filtered out.
“I’m getting tons of what I call ‘chatter.’ An announcement mentioned my friend by name who passed in 2004
followed by my code name (Informer). … My friend was
very smart when it came to math and science. He was
also into music and studied it. The message is in code so
I have to figure out exactly what he is thinking. He
mentions ‘first note.’ I am a dummy when it comes to
musical composition, to me ‘DO’ is the first note.”
• Vicki Talbott recorded an EVP that said “Gerrick
stopped working.” She said that Braden was trying to
give her facts that would validate it was him. Vicki
wrote, “Gerrick is his cousin’s husband, whom he knew
well, and indeed, he lost his job recently.”

• Briah West shared some ITC pictures made with the
moving water technique. This was a first attempt! She
also shared a recording of her mother saying, “I can
speak to you!” She commented on how very important
the recording was to her and how she had cried tears of
joy when she heard it the day before her mother’s transition thirteen years ago.
• Yvonne Whybra was asking for Matt and got three messages with both “Matt” and “Matthew” in them.
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There is No Death and There are No Dead
Objective Evidence of Survival
Under the name of the organization, we have added the
phrase, “Objective Evidence of Survival.” EVP is objective
evidence of survival, as are some forms of mediumship and
most hauntings events. However, not all forms of phenomena are objective evidence of survival of personality, so
how do we tell which is which?
“Survival” is of course, survival of our personality after
our physical body is no longer able to sustain us in the
physical. We think that we can prove that personality
continues in this way, so we say there is evidence indicating continued existence of our loved ones which can be
measured, saved in a database, shared with others and
studied in an objective manner. There is a lot of “evidence”
for this, but we focus on the objective form because it can
be replicated and the extent to which the experiencer influences the result can be identified.
Subjective evidence is what we receive from dreams and
mental mediumship. We are not saying that these are not
valid, only that we cannot really study them. That is more
the domain of parapsychology while objective evidence
tends to be more the domain of physics. It may be more
correct to say that we are in the field of survival studies
because we focus on survival of personality rather than the
study of personality.
To determine if a form of phenomena is appropriate for
this Association, consider first if the evidence can be seen,
measured or in some way quantified without depending on
a person. If it depends on the telling of a person, then we
may consider it as part of the larger event, but we cannot
include it as proof of survival.

This was written to help teach about
EVP/ITC. You can order a signed copy
at atransc.org or send a letter with signing instructions to:
ATransC, PO Box 13111, Reno, NV
89507, USA.
The book is $18 plus mail costs
Mail Cost
First book:
Each additional:

Priority

International

$6.00
$2.00

$10.00
$10.00

I’m Still Here
The true story of a parent’s deepest pain–

losing a child–and the healing journey of
that child’s contact through EVP
Send order and signing instructions to:
Martha Copeland, #191, 6555, Sugarloaf
Parkway, Suite 307, Duluth, GA 30097.
Or: www.evpcommunications.com
$17.95 plus mail cost; include tax if you live in GA.
Please make check to: Martha Copeland
Mail Cost

First book:
Each additional:

Priority

International

$6.00
$2.00

$10.00
$10.00

Association TransCommunication Membership Form
You can also use the online form at http://atransc.org/online_membership_form.htm
Members
International Members
not receiving the NewsJournal via email:
Sustaining Members

$30.00 per year

All benefits for one year

$40.00 per year
$100 per year

Same as above + Member name listed in NewsJournal

In addition to my annual dues, I am enclosing a DONATION of $_____ to support the work and programs of the ATransC.
You may specify that your donation be used for research or for the public outreach and education of the Association:__________
Membership includes quarterly NewsJournal, optional Member Registry, discussion board and archive access.
You must be 21 years old or older to be a member.
Name:__________________________________________________ Email Address:__________________________________
Address:_______________________________________________________ Phone Number (Optional):___________________
Member Registry?______ Include Physical Address?______ Include Email Address?______
Do you wish to receive the newsletter via postal service?___________________

or via email?___________________

Do you record EVP?___ Plan to record?___ Did you join because of the loss of a loved one?____
I understand the Member Registry is a private list and I agree that I will not give any of the information to anyone who is not on the
list or use the list for commercial purposes or to further a personal cause. I also understand my membership will be terminated if I
violate this agreement. I certify that I am at least twenty-one years of age. I understand that the ATransC is not liable for the results
of EVP/ITC experiments that I might conduct, and that the Association is not liable for damages due to the use of information it
publishes on the Internet or in literature such as the NewsJournal. The ATransC reserves the right to refuse membership to anyone.
Signed ______________________________________________________________________ Date _____________________
Mail to: ATransC, PO Box 13111, Reno, NV 89507, USA
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